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Voitkz-vous du bceuftfai huitlfai nettf till they deafened me with
their din,
So I parledft. bon soir and said au revoir, for I had to lind Emin !
And at last I found Emin, poor chap, in the midst of the nigger bands
Who daily prowl, with honible howl, along the Margate sands;
I heard the tones of the lattling bones, and I hurried down to the beach—
Full well I know that they will not go till you give them sixpence each!
Said they, " Uncle Ned, oh ' he berry dead, and de banjo out ob tune !
Oh i doodah, day' hear Massa play de song of de Whistling Coon!
If you ain't a snob, you'll give us a bob for blacking oui blooming skin" -
But I took that band to the edge of the sand, and there I dropped 'Emin!
I have not thought it necessary, in the preceding pages,
to offer any apology for stage burlesque. One must regret
that it sometimes lacks refinement in word and action,
and that in the matter of costume it is not invariably
decorous; but that we shall always have it with us,, in some
form or other, may be accepted as incontrovertible. So long
as there is anything extravagant in literature or manners—
in the way either of simplicity or of any other quality—so
long will travestie find both food and scope. That is the
raison d'&re of theatrical burlesque—that it shall satirise
the exaggerated and the extreme. It does not wage war
against the judicious and the moderate. As H. J. Byron
once wrote of his own craft:—
Though some may scout it, ...
Burlesque is like the winnowing machine.
It simply blows away the husks, you know—
The goodly corn is not moved by the blow.
What arrant rubbish of the clap-trap school
Has vanished—thanks to pungent ridicule !
What stock stage-customs, nigh to bursting goaded,
With so much "blowing up " have been exploded !
Had our light writers done no more than this,
Their doggrel efforts scarce had been amiss.

